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Abstract
The study was conducted at Akpehe farm, Makurdi. Nigeria. Seven hundred day old chicks
produced from mattings of local chicken ecotypes were raised to age at first egg. The objectives
of the study were to provide information on genetic and phenotypic association of body weight
at various ages. Body weight at hatch and at week one were highly correlated due to influence
of common maternal effects. There was strong genetic correlation between body weight at week
four and eight, eight and twelve, twelve and sixteen and week eight and twenty. The common
maternal effects at hatch and lower age had evened out, giving room for the additive genetic
variation that were either suggestive at lower ages or were in cells that do not enhance their full
expression, or found themselves in cells that demanded their full expressions due to mitotic cell
multiplications. Selection can be applied to eight week body weight to exploit it association with
body weight at weeks twelve, sixteen, twenty and that at maturity.
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Introduction
Correlation can be phenotypic, genotypic or environmental.
Phenotypic correlations among traits can be defined as the gross
correlation that compares both the genetic and environmental
portions of the covariance. It is the observed correlations
between two traits that include genetic and environmental
factors. Phenotypic correlations among traits are important
because they directly affect size of selection differentials and this
is severe when the correlations are negatively or positively high.
Genetic correlation is the genetic association of one trait with
others. It is the correlation between the additive breeding values
of two traits. Genetic correlation among traits is demonstrated
when the same gene or closely linked genes affect the said traits.
Thus, genetic correlation may be caused by pleitropy or genes
whose effects are suggestive at some points and fully expressed
their potentials at other points.
Analysis of variance and Covariance procedures are used to
estimate genetic and phenotypic correlations among traits.
Variance and covariance components are derived; the mean
squares and mean cross products are equated with their
expectations and then solved for each variance and covariance
fraction [1]. Genetic correlation (rg) and phenotypic correlation
(rp) can then be estimated. Genetic correlation ranges between
-1 and +1. It could be described as positive or negative, high
or low. A positive genetic correlation between two traits
implies that selection for improvement in one trait result in the
improvement of the other even though direct selection for its
improvement has not been practiced. When negative genetic
correlation is the case, selection for improvement of one trait,
results in a decline in the other trait to which it is genetically
correlated. Low genetic correlation is an indication that probably
very few of the same genes affect the two traits. Kinney [2]
reported several correlation estimates among production traits
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such as correlation of egg number and egg weight, age at sexual
maturity, egg weight and body weight. He reported negative
phenotypic correlations of egg number and egg weight of close
to zero for white Leghorn and Fayoumi population (-0.15 + 0.20
and -0.31 + 006).
Positive genetic correlation between hatch weight and body
weight gain at weeks 1,4,8,12 and 16 in local chickens were
reported by Gwaza et al. [3]. Strong positive genetic correlation
between weeks 4 and week 1, week 4 and 8, weeks 8 and 12,
weeks 12 and 16 were also reported by Gwaza et al. [3]. The
phenotypic correlation was also positive and strong. Body
weight gain at week 12 and 16 had high phenotypic correlation
(0.91) following that at weeks 8 and 4 (0.94), Gwaza et al. [3].

Materials and Methods
About 600 day old chicks were used to evaluate growth traits
such as Hatch weight, Average weekly weight gain to six weeks
Individual weekly weight gain from 6 weeks to age at first egg.
Weekly growth rate (T) was estimated by the relationship below
T 100 [(W2–W1)/(Time)]
Where
W1=Average initial weight
T=Growth rate/week
W2=Average final weight.

Measurement of growth performance
Daily body weights gain was taken from day 1 to 4 weeks; at
weeks 6, 8, 12, 16, and 20. At day 1 to 5 weeks of age, a sensitive
500 g digital balance was used for weighing the chicks. At 6 to 8
weeks, the 4 kg capacity kitchen scale was used, while the 10 kg
capacity kitchen scale was used at 12 to 25 weeks.
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Average daily weight gain/growth rate

rg =

This was estimated from the relationship below
DWG=W2–W1/28, 30, 31, 7

rp =

Or

Cov ( g ) X Y
Var ( x ) . var ( y )
Cov ( p ) ( XY )

( Var X ) Var Y)

and
respectively.

Where: Cov (XY) is the estimate of genetic (G) or phenotypic
(p) covariance between characters x and y, var (X) and var
(Y) are the estimate genetic (G) or phenotypic (P) variance of
character X and Y respectively.

WWG=W2–W1/7
Where DWG=Daily weight Gain
W2=Final weight in the month/week
WWG=Daily weight Gain/week

Prediction of body weight: Body weight at weeks 1,4, 8, 12,
16 and 20 were predicted from hatch weight, weight at week 1,4
and that at week 8 through a regression analysis.

7, 28, 30, 31=Number of days in the week and months.

The regression equation.

Data collection and analysis

Results

Body weights: Data collected on body weight at hatch (0 week),
1 week, 2 weeks, 3 weeks , 4 weeks, 8 weeks, 12, 16 weeks and
twenty weeks of age were analyzed using analysis of variance
in a completely randomized design. Figure 1. The generalized
linear model procedure of statistical analysis system (SAS) [4]
was used following the models below.

Prediction of body weight at week 1 from hatch weight

W1=Initial weight in the month /week.

The regression equations that predicted body weight at week
1 were Y=1.0543x+7.1218 for the Fulani ecotype with high
coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.7326 (Figure 2). The
regression equation that predicted body weight at week 1 for
the Tiv ecotype was Y=0.9045x +32.835 with the coefficient of
determination (R2 0.3732) (Figure 3).

Body weight gain from day old–1 week, weeks 4, 8, 12, 16 to
20 of age: Yijk=µ+Ei+eij

Prediction of body weight at week 4 from hatch weight

Where

Body weight at week 4 was predicted from hatch weight of the
Fulani ecotype by the regression equation Y=1.2807x +7.1218
with a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.1651 (Figure 4).
While that for the Tiv ecotype was Y=1.4627x +128.57 with the
coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.1424 (Figure 5).

Yij=Body weight of the ith individual in the jth ecotype
µ=Population mean.
Ei=effect of the ith ecotype (1,2).

Prediction of body weight at week 12 from 8 weeks body
weight

Eij=residual random error.
Genetic and phenotypic correlation: Analysis of variance
and Covariance procedures were used to estimate genetic and
phenotypic correlations among traits. Variance and covariance
components were derived; the mean squares and mean cross
products were equated with their expectations and then solved
for each variance and covariance fraction. Genetic correlation
(rg) and phenotypic correlation (rp) were then estimated from the
formula below.
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R2 = 0.7326
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The regression equation that predicted body weight at week
12 for the Fulani ecotype from 8 weeks body weight was
Y=1.9393x +114.69 with the coefficient of determination
(R2) of 0.7577 (Figure 6). While that for the Tiv ecotype was
Y=1.2108x +404.87 with the coefficient of determination (R2 of
0.865) (Figure 7).
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Figure 1. Slope of the regression line for prediction of body weight at week 1 from hatch weight in the Fulani ecotype.
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Figure 2. Slope of the regression line for prediction of body weight at week 1 from hatch weight in the Tiv ecotype.
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Figure 3. Slope of the regression line for prediction of body weight at week 4 from hatch weight in the Fulani ecotype.

Figure 4. Slope of the regression line for prediction ofbody weight at week 4 from hatch weight in the Tiv ecotype.

Prediction of body weight at week 16 from 8 weeks body
weight

Prediction of body weight at week 20 from 8 weeks body
weight

The prediction of 16 weeks body weight from 8 weeks body
weight was done by the regression equation Y=1.8247x
+182.54 with the coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.5096
(Figure 8) for the Fulani ecotype. The regression equation that
predicted 16 weeks body weight from 8 weeks body weight of
the Tiv ecotype was Y=0.7339x + 577.09 with a coefficient of
determination (R2 ) of 0.2006 (Figure 9).

The regression equation that predicted body weight at week
20 for the Fulani ecotype from 8 weeks body weight was
Y=2.3936x +187.43 with the R2 value of 0.5911 (Figures 10
and 11). The twenty weeks body weight of the Tiv ecotype
had a correlation that was not significant with 8 weeks body
weight.
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Figure 5. Slope of the regression line for prediction of body weight at week 8 from body weight at week 4 in the Fulani ecotype.
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Figure 6. Slope of the regression line for prediction of body weight at week 8 from body weight at week 4 in the Tiv ecotype.
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Figure 7. Slope of the regression line for prediction of body weight at week 12 from body weight at week 8 in the Fulani ecotype.

Discussion
Prediction of body weight at various ages of the local
chickens
The high coefficient of determination (R2) 0.7326 indicated the
accuracy of the prediction. This was because the advantages of
hatch weight were carried on up to week 1. Molenaar et al. [5]
also made similar observation. Prediction of body weight at week
J Res Rep Genet 2018 Volume 2 Issue 2

4 from hatch weight had a low coefficient of determination in the
two ecotypes. This indicated the uncertainty of the prediction. The
inherent factors which determine egg size, that in turn, affected
hatch weight and body weight at early ages began to give room
to the genetic potential of the birds in this trait. Ohagenyi et al.
[6] reported similar observation .The variations in the coefficient
of determination between the ecotypes indicated that there were
genetic differences between the ecotypes.
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Figure 8. Slope of the regression line for prediction of body weight at week 12 from body weight at week 8 in the Tiv ecotype.
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Figure 9. Slope of the regression line for prediction of body weight at week 16 from body Weight at week 8 in the Fulani ecotype.
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Figure 10. Slope of the regression line for prediction of body weight at week 16 from body Weight at week 8 in the Tiv ecotype.

The high coefficient of determination of the regression equation
predicting 12 weeks body weight from 8 weeks implied that,
there was more additive genetic influence on this trait at
these ages than environmental influence, or some gene pairs
were suggestive at week eight, but were able to express their
potentials fully at sixteen weeks when the cells into which their
full expressions were created by mitotic cell division. NdoforFoleng et al. [7] also reported similar observation. The high
coefficient of determination of the regression predicting 16
weeks body weight from 8 weeks body weight of the ecotypes
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indicated the accuracy of the prediction for the Fulani ecotype.
This indicated the influence of similar gene pairs on body weight
at these ages. In the Tiv ecotype however, the low coefficient of
determination indicated low relationship. This may be because
different gene pairs and path ways influenced body weight at
the different ages. Sewalem et al. and Adedeji et al. [8,9] also
reported the influence of different genes at two ages while other
genes affected body weight gain at all the ages.
Prediction of 20 weeks body weight from 8 weeks body weight
of the ecotypes indicated the accuracy of the prediction for the
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Figure 11. Slope of the regression line for prediction of body weight at week 20 from body Weight at week 8 in the Fulani ecotype.

Fulani ecotype. This indicated the influence of similar gene
pairs on body weight at this ages. Again the report of Sewalem
et al. [8] agreed with this observation. Among the Tiv ecotype,
there was insignificant correlation between these ages. This may
indicate that, different gene pairs were involved at the different
ages. Or similar gene pairs express themselves differently at
different ages in different cells. Sewalem et al. [8] reported
similar observation.
The coefficients of determination for prediction of body weight
at 12, 16 and 20 weeks of age from body weight at 8 weeks of
age translated to a high genetic correlation between these ages.
Sewalem et al. and Adedeji et al. [8,9] have reported similar
observation. The observed effect may be due to pleitropic
and linkage effect of genes. Selection for body weight in the
Nigerian local chicken could be based on body weight at 8 weeks
to reduce cost. The significant univariate and multivariate test
on differences in daily body weight gain between the ecotypes
indicated that daily body weight gain at weeks 2,3,5,6,7,8 and
9 can be used to characterize between the ecotypes. Daguma
[10] also reported that weekly body weight gain can be used
to characterize local chickens of Ethiopia. The significance of
squared Mahalanobis distance (D2) on daily body weight gain
indicated significant genetic distance between the ecotypes.
It also indicated that these populations have been isolated.
Daguma [10] had reported similar observation.

Genetic and Phenotypic correlations of growth traits
The genetic correlation between hatch weight and most other
traits were low. Dana et al. (2010) also reported low genetic
correlation between hatch weight and other body weight gain
traits. Genetic correlation ranged from 0.50 Body weight at
week 1 with Body weight at week 16, to 0.91 (Body weight
at week 12 with Body weight at week 16) and phenotypic
correlations from 0.29 (Body weight at week 1 with Body
weight at week 16) to 0.84 (Body weight at week 4 with Body
weight at week 8) observed in this study was lower than the
Adedeji et al. [9]. Again this could be due to breed, environment
and management differences. Body weights up to 16 weeks of
age can be used to characterize the growth rate of local chicken.
Selection for rapid early growth at market age (40-50 days)
has been the common approach in broiler chicken breeding
programmes [11]. This result showed that body weight at 16
J Res Rep Genet 2018 Volume 2 Issue 2

weeks of age has a positive correlation with growth rate up to
12 weeks of age. The correlations were very strong with certain
growth traits (rG=0.82 with Body weight at week 8, and 0.91
with Body weight at week 12). Since the local chickens could
be reared both for meat and egg production, selection at four,
eight, twelve and sixteen weeks of age could be able to improve
growth rate at maturity [12].

Conclusion and Recommendation
Conclusion
There were high genetic and phenotypic association between
body weight gain at four weeks and that at eight weeks. Body
weight at eight weeks also had strong genetic and phenotypic
association with body weight at week sixteen. Body weight at
week twelve also had strong genetic and phenotypic association
with body weight at week sixteen.

Recommendation
Selection for genetic improvement of body weight at week
sixteen can be achieved by selecting superior birds on body
weight at weeks four, eight and twelve. To minimize cost of
rearing and maintenance of inferior birds, selection for body
weight gain at maturity will be achieve by selecting superior
birds on body weight at eight or twelve weeks for genetic
improvement.
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